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OtOBOng nKAngA
COMOT YOUR EYES MAKE I BORROW YOU MINE

exhiBitiOn frOM SepteMBer 27 tO deceMBer 20
Opening receptiOn On SepteMBer 26, frOM 7 tO 9pM

Otobong Nkanga’s Comot Your Eyes Make I Borrow You Mine 
explores what it means when material abundance is replaced 
by absence, and when desire is superseded by cool disinterest. 
Written in Nigerian Pidgin English the title implies “take your 
eyes away, I’ll lend you mine”. Operating within a personal, 
deliberately subjective register, Nkanga invites the viewer to 
“borrow” her perspective and to look intently at that which has 
been purposefully obscured. 

Comot Your Eyes Make I Borrow You Mine is the third chapter in 
a series of exhibitions that began in 2014 with In Pursuit of Bling 
at the 8. Berlin Biennale and continued in 2015 at Frankfurt’s 
Portikus with Crumbling Through Powdery Air. In spring 2015, 
Nkanga travelled to Namibia, making her way along a dilapidated 
railway line from Swakopmund to Tsumeb. She was intent on 
reaching The Green Hill in Tsumeb, an area renowned for its 
minerals, crystals and copper deposits. This hill had been hand-
mined by the Ovambo for generations, who took solely what 
they needed. However, when Namibia became German South 
West Africa, the colonial regime began to mine The Green Hill 
industrially, extracting and exporting tonnes of minerals each year.  
 
What Nkanga encountered in Tsumeb was no longer a hill, no 
longer an active mine, but a dormant hole in the ground. Fenced-
off from public access, the open pit is a guarded ruin with an 
uncertain status. Perhaps someday new technologies will allow 
further excavation or maybe it will become a destination for 
tourists. For now it reclines, still tinged with the green and blue 
traces of the minerals malachite and azurite; testament to the 
hill’s former abundance.

At Kadist Art Foundation, Nkanga will spend twelve days creating 
an ambitious wall drawing. For Nkanga, drawing enables 
connections to be mapped that are not necessarily “seen”, but 
intuitively felt. The wall drawing will stem from Nkanga sifting 
through both her memories of Namibia, as well as the vast 
amount of material she generated and collected over the ten day 
field trip: video, sound recordings, photographs, performance 
documentation, interviews and images from Namibian archives. 
The drawing will not be planned, but hurled into existence: raw, 
unfiltered and direct.
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Furthering the approach of the drawing, Tsumeb Fragments 
(2015) is a small cluster of interconnected tables which gather 
together malachite stones, archival photographs, shreds of 
copper. The formation of the tables and the choice of objects 
question standard assumptions of display. Materials that are 
usually dispersed across diverse sites and archives are brought 
together. Nkanga begins to unpack whose vested interests 
determine what is, and what is pointedly not, allowed to be 
seen. Nkanga demonstrates how access to objects and images 
is often just as ring-fenced as any other resource. 

Opening out the selection of “eyes” to be borrowed, in the 
video Remains of The Green Hill (2015) images of Nkanga’s 
spontaneous performance at and for the Tsumeb mine are 
overlaid with an interview she conducted with its very last 
Managing Director. His rhetoric smooths tales of profit and 
exploitation into progress and discovery. Tsumeb as a town 
is itself equally smooth; it has landscaped parks, restored 
colonial architecture, and a museum which triumphantly 
displays the story of the town’s founding in 1905. Yet the air in 
Tsumeb tickles your throat. Behind the town centre the copper 
smelter is still refining copper, just no longer Namibian copper. 
Further hidden from view is a growing black field, where tonnes 
of slag laced with arsenic and lead pile up, ominously waiting 
to be dealt with at some undefined point. In Comot Your Eyes 
Make I Borrow You Mine questions of agency are central: who 
has the agency to “see” and who is landscaping the view.

The fourth chapter of this series Bruises and Lustre will be on 
show in M HKA, Antwerp, Belgium from 16.10.2015 - 17.01.2016. 
An extensive catalogue will be published by Portikus 
(Frankfurt), M HKA (Antwerp) and Kadist Art Foundation (Paris/ 
San Francisco). 

comot Your eyes Make i Borrow You Mine is curated by 
clare Molloy who is the Kadist curatorial fellow 2015. 
the Kadist curatorial fellowship supports a fellow from 
curatorial Studies, a master’s programme at the Staatliche 
hochschule für Bildende Künste – Städelschule and 
goethe University frankfurt, to engage in research. She 
also worked on Otobong nkanga’s exhibition crumbling 
through powdery Air, curated by fabian Schöneich  
at portikus.
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reMAinS Of the green hill: dAwn, 2015
Photograph
Courtesy of the artist 

reMAinS Of the green hill: ingrAined, 2015
Photograph
Courtesy of the artist 
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OtOBOng nKAngA BOrn in 1974, KAnO, nigeriA, liveS And 
wOrKS in Antwerp, BelgiUM.

Visual artist and performer, Otobong Nkanga began her art studies at
the Obafemi Awolowo University in Ile-Ife, Nigeria and continued at the
École Superieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, France. She was in the residency
programme of the Rijksakademie van beeldende kunsten, Amsterdam,
Holland. In 2008 she obtained her Masters in Performing Arts from DasArts,
Amsterdam, Holland. From June 2013 to June 2014, Otobong Nkanga was a
guest of the DAAD Artists-in-Berlin residency programme in Germany.

Otobong Nkanga’s practice weaves together concerns about land, natural 
resources, architecture and the dynamic status of remembrance. Pivotal 
to this is examining, representing and altering ideas of geographies, home 
and displacement. Her works span performance, installation, sculpture, 
drawing, textiles, photography and video. Instead of focusing on the 
differences between distinct objects and environments, Nkanga focuses on 
their similarities and connections. For Nkanga, a crucial element connecting 
these concepts is memory: “Memory is not only an autobiographical state, 
but also an important notion in relation to objects that leave traces”. 

 
 
nKAngA iS pArticipAting in the BiennAle de lYOn, 2015 And will 
perfOrM within the frAMewOrK Of the exhiBitiOn tAKe Me 
(i’M YOUrS) At MOnnAie de pAriS, dUring fiAc in OctOBer 2015. 

recent shows and performances include:

Bruises and Lustre, M HKA, Antwerp, Belgium (2015) 
Crumbling Through Powdery Air, Frankfurt, Germany (2015)
Tracing Confessions, Musem Folkwang, Essen, Germany (2015)
Unisono 28: Otobong Nkanga - Taste of a Stone, Stedelijk Museum 
Schiedam, Schiedam, Holland (2015) 
Landversation, 31. São Paulo Biennial, São Paulo, Brazil (2014) 
Diaspore, 14 Rooms, Basel, Switzerland (2014)
In Pursuit of Bling, 8. Berlin Biennale, Berlin, Germany (2014)
Glimmer: Fragments, Landing and Confessions: Symposium, Stedelijk 
museum, Amsterdam, Holland (2014) 
Taste of a Stone: Itiat Esa Ufok, Sharjah Biennial 11, Sharjah, United Arab 
Emirates (2013)
Across the Board: Politics of Representation, Tate Modern, The Tanks, London,  
United Kingdom (2012)
Inventing World: The Artist as Citizen, Biennale Benin, Cotonou, Benin (2012)
Tropicomania: The Social life of Plants, Bétonsalon, Center of art and 
research (2012)
Object Atlas - Fieldwork in the Museum, Weltkulturen Museum, Frankfurt, 
Germany (2012) 
ARS 11, Kiasma Museum of Contempoarary Art, Helsinki, Finland (2011)
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crUMBling thrOUgh pOwderY Air, exhibition view at portikus,  
frankfurt,  2015 
photo: Helena Schlichting 

The exhibition Crumbling Through Powdery Air was 
organised in collaboration with Kadist Art Foundation 
supporting a Kadist Curatorial Fellow from Curatorial Studies  
(a master’s programme at the Staatliche Hochschule für 
Bildende Künste – Städelschule and Goethe University 
Frankfurt) to engage in research. Clare Molloy is the 
Kadist Curatorial Fellow 2015 who followed both 
projects at Portikus and at Kadist with Otobong Nkanga.
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crUMBling thrOUgh pOwderY Air, performance at portikus,  
frankfurt, July 15, 2015 
photos: Natalia Rolón and Jasmin Werner 
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cOntAct:
léna Monnier
lena.monnier@kadist.org
+33 1 42 51 83 49

Opening hOUrS
thursday to Sunday
from 2 to 7 pm
or by appointment 
 
Metro stations: Abbesses, 
Anvers

KAdiSt Art fOUndAtiOn is a non-profit visual arts organization that 
believes the arts make a fundamental contribution to a progressive society. 
Its programs actively encourage the engagement of artists, often represented 
in its collection, with the important issues of today to promote their role as 
cultural agents. Kadist’s collections and productions reflect the global scope 
of contemporary art, and its programs develop collaborations with like-minded 
artists, curators and many art organizations around the world. Local programs 
in Kadist’s hubs of Paris and San Francisco, including exhibitions, public events, 
residencies and educational initiatives, aim at creating vibrant conversations 
about contemporary art and ideas.

exhiBitiOn tOUrS 
with clAre MOllOY, curator 

Saturday, October  17 at 3pm
thursday, november 5 at 7pm 

rSvp: contact@kadist.org
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in pUrSUit Of Bling, 2014 
8. Berlin Biennale, Berlin 
Courtesy of the artist
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SOciAl cOnSeQUenceS ii: piercing preSSUre/ hOStAge ,  2010 
Drawing 
Courtesy of the artist and Lumen Travo Gallery, Amsterdam and In Situ Fabienne Leclerc 
Gallery, Paris 
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